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Abstract


Lawfare is the use of law as a weapon of war, the substitute of law for military action in furtherance of a military objective. Its use is also a contentious and hotly debated issue. The United States, its allies, its competitors, and its adversaries have experimented with lawfare operations. However, the US approach and the future of lawfare are unclear. There are those who say adversaries are increasingly using lawfare and therefore the United States must develop a response. Others argue that the use of lawfare is a dangerous road that the United States should avoid.

The disagreement is over the issues of time, opportunity, and risk. The US military will likely encounter lawfare on the battlefield and thus be forced to respond. Any lawfare planning should focus not only on current opportunities but future risks. In developing the response, lawfare policy makers, planners, and lawfare advocates should anticipate obstacles and dilemmas. These obstacles will likely include developing lawfare assessment methods and integrating lawfare operations with existing capabilities. Probable longer-term dilemmas include decisions on lawfare organizational structure and the changes within the broader US government because of the use of lawfare. Recognizing these challenges ahead of time can improve lawfare actions and future outcomes. Lawfare is an important concept for military planners, but its use will involve decision dilemmas that affect not only the military but American society and policy.
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Introduction

Human planning and decision-making processes can go awry if we do not pay enough attention to possible side effects and long-term repercussions, if we apply corrective measures too aggressively or too timidly, or if we ignore premises we should have considered.

—Dietrich Dörner, The Logic of Failure

The term “lawfare” refers to law as a weapon of war. It connotes the idea of the law as a military capability that has potential to shape the operational environment. Lawfare achieves the same effects as military formations and weapons, with law substituting for kinetic action. Lawfare is a reality of modern war, deployed by both states and non-state entities. Military planners accounting for the legal environment and legal effects in their operational planning will likely produce better results. This activity of accounting for legal effects has been called “legal preparation of the battlespace,” a methodology like “intelligence preparation of the battlefield”\(^1\) to reduce uncertainty in the environment and examine how the enemy could use the environment. In modern war, law has become part of the battlefield environment, and planners should consider lawfare’s effects on military operations.

---

The subject of lawfare is controversial. What is missing from the debate is a premortem. By describing the causes of catastrophic failure of the US response to lawfare, before its actual implementation, it is possible to anticipate future problems. The goal of this process is to focus on the challenges of lawfare and by understanding those problems to be better prepared to develop an approach.

Lawfare practitioners should not be overly enamored with the operational benefits of lawfare but anticipate both the implementation problems, and the long-term strategic and political implications of acts of lawfare. A decision to counter enemy lawfare or leverage the use of law to meet military objectives will have significant risks. A lawfare approach will likely have problems of implementation. These are issues that must be addressed to engage in lawfare effectively, such as how to integrate with current military capabilities, how intelligence can collect the information needed to take lawfare action, and how to assess the effectiveness of a lawfare operation. Even more troubling for lawfare, formalizing lawfare could have far-reaching unanticipated consequences. These unanticipated consequences could affect society, the military, and US policy.

Fortunately, there is an opportunity to use history as a guide in conducting a lawfare premortem. Information operations is a useful analog to lawfare, providing a means to identify and analyze potential lawfare risks weighing against potential lawfare opportunities. Law and


3 “A premortem is the hypothetical opposite of a postmortem. A postmortem in a medical setting allows health professionals and the family to learn what caused a patient’s death. Everyone benefits except, of course, the patient. A premortem in a business setting comes at the beginning of a project rather than the end, so that the project can be improved rather than autopsied. Unlike a typical critiquing session, in which project team members are asked what might go wrong, the premortem operates on the assumption that the “patient” has died, and so asks what did go wrong. The team members’ task is to generate plausible reasons for the project’s failure.” Gary Klein, “Performing A Project Premortem,” Harvard Business Review 85, no. 9 (2007): 18-19, accessed March 12, 2017, https://hbr.org/2007/09/performing-a-project-premortem.
information have significant parallels. As law becomes “lawfare” when it is leveraged against an adversary, so information becomes “military information support operations” when employed against an enemy. Based on this similarity, it is possible to take challenges in the evolutionary development of information operations to better understand challenges and risk associated with operational lawfare.

**Thesis**

Lawfare is a component of modern war, and there is value in a US response and development of a lawfare capability. Lawfare implementers should realize that in using the tool of lawfare, they must also mitigate the long-term potential negative outcomes and overcome significant obstacles to effective lawfare implementation.

**Methodology**

This monograph attempts to evaluate lawfare’s potential as a military capability. The method used to address that issue begins first with describing how lawfare could be part of a military option to accomplish an objective. Without this understanding, there is no reason to develop lawfare. Beginning with this narrow analysis, the monograph transitions to increasingly long-term risks to illustrate that lawfare presents both opportunity and risk.

Why lawfare is important is best understood using case studies to illustrate short-term benefits. Case studies illustrate the advantage of using lawfare in military planning in specific times and places. Lawfare advocates, such as Orde Kittrie, study incidents of the use of

---

4 “Psychological operations” are now called “military information support operations” (MISO). “[M]ilitary information support operations — Planned operations to convey selected information and indicators to foreign audiences to influence their emotions, motives, objective reasoning, and ultimately the behavior of foreign governments, organizations, groups, and individuals in a manner favorable to the originator’s objectives. Also called MISO.” Joint Publication 1-02, *Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms* (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 2010), 152.
lawfare.⁵ These examples demonstrate how adversaries, allies, and the United States could use lawfare in certain contexts, and why military planners should care about lawfare.

This monograph uses the history of information operations to illustrate potential long-term developments.⁶ Lawfare opponents oppose lawfare because of the dangers lawfare will present in the future. However, opponents lack a method to analyze future adverse effects. Lawfare will likely have many of the same long-term risks associated with the development of information operations capability. Critical stages in the development of information operations highlight long-term risks of lawfare.

Argument

It is important to first understand the term “lawfare,” as well as what has been written on the topic before analyzing the costs and benefits of lawfare. The best illustration of lawfare is an example from Operation Enduring Freedom in which the Department of Defense attempted to deny enemy access to commercial imagery using a legal tool. Lawfare is an emerging term. Because of this, it is important to understand the current debate over lawfare. The debate should be understood as divided into two camps. The first emphasizes the benefits and are advocates. The second camp is critical of lawfare. Lawfare advocates see current

---


⁶ “Information Operations” is the term used today to describe the integrated employment of information capabilities (electronic warfare, military deception, operations security, and military information support operations) to achieve effects (influence, disrupt, corrupt, or usurp adversary decision making). Christopher Paul and Charles A Krohn, Information Operations - Doctrine and Practice: A Reference Handbook (Westport, CT: Praeger Security International, 2008), 2. “As the strategic environment continues to change, so does information operations (IO). Based on these changes, the Secretary of Defense now characterizes IO as the integrated employment, during military operations, of IRCs (Information Related Capabilities) in concert with other lines of operation to influence, disrupt, corrupt, or usurp the decision making of adversaries and potential adversaries while protecting our own.” Joint Publication (JP) 3-13 Information Operations (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 2014).
opportunities while opponents look further into the future and focus on potential corrosive effects of lawfare.

The time component permits analysis of the costs and benefits of lawfare. Benefits are best illustrated by looking at a scenario or set of facts and identifying where and how lawfare could help to achieve an operational objective. In contrast, the risks likely develop over time in unexpected ways. Lawfare risks become apparent when lawfare is compared with the history of information operations. Risks from lawfare that are identified through the history of information operations can be mitigated. Potential lawfare planners and policy makers should identify actions that can be taken in an operational context with minimal anticipated effects outside the operation’s time and space. Factors from information operations should be problem indicators for future lawfare implementers. If we better understand lawfare detractors’ and advocates’ line of argument and their argument’s implications, we will better understand lawfare.

Lawfare Example

When state and non-state actors leverage law against an enemy, it becomes lawfare. Lawfare can be a factor to achieve an objective or desired state. Lawfare is, therefore, important to the operational planner because it can be part of a combination of means to accomplish an objective or move towards a desired future state. The US Department of Defense experimented with lawfare early in Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF) and found that lawfare, with certain limitations, was useful in achieving unified government action.

Within weeks of September 11, 2001, the United States inserted members of the Central Intelligence Agency’s Special Activity Division into Afghanistan and began working with the Northern Alliance. Upon entry of units from 5th Special Forces Group, the United States and the

---

7 J. Daniel Moore, “First In: An Insider’s Account of How the CIA Spearheaded the War on Terror in Afghanistan — Central Intelligence Agency,” June 26, 2008, accessed October 30 2016,
United Kingdom commenced OEF on 7 October 2001.8 While the United States began to plan more troop movements into the country, and the United Nations began the initial stages of creating International Security Forces Afghanistan (ISAF), the US National Imagery and Mapping Agency (NIMA) was working on behalf of the Pentagon on another effort.9

In early October 2001, NIMA purchased exclusive rights to satellite images produced by Ikonos, a commercially available satellite sensor owned and operated by Space Imaging. Space Imaging marketed the high-resolution images produced by Ikonos, including the area involved in Operation Enduring Freedom.10 The price tag for the exclusivity was reportedly 1.9 million dollars a month.11 The British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) reported on 17 October 2001 that NIMA executed a contract providing for exclusivity that stated that Space Imaging shall not "sell, distribute, share or provide the imagery to any other entity."12

Other options than lawfare were available to the United States, but were rejected due to the competing interests at play in the situation. News reports describe how, “under American law, the US Defense Department has legal powers to exercise shutter control over civilian satellites

---


launched from the US to prevent enemies using the images while America is at war.” Instead, however, of exercising shutter control, a governmental agency obtained exclusive rights to the produced imagery and prevented their release. As the BBC notes, the US military did not need the images themselves, but rather was interested in preventing others from obtaining and using them. The contract option was considered among others available to the Department of Defense. Shutter control was not pursued in part due to possible court challenges involving freedom of speech, as well the US government’s interest in not revealing its shutter control capability.

The US contract with Ikonos and Space Imaging is an example of lawfare. By executing a contract (a legal tool), the United States intended to secure a military advantage in information superiority. United States forces could act against the Taliban with a position of relative advantage with respect to access to high-resolution satellite imagery. Those forces therefore possessed superior situational awareness compared to the adversary.

13 “Shutter control” is a policy of unilateral action whereby the US can limit data collection and/or distribution. “During periods when national security or international obligations and/or foreign policies may be compromised, as defined by the secretary of defense or the secretary of state, respectively, the secretary of commerce may, after consultation with the appropriate agency(ies), require the licensee to limit data collection and/or distribution by the system to the extent necessitated by the given situation.” Ann M. Florini and Yahya Dehqanzada, “Commercial Satellite Imagery Comes of Age,” Issues In Science and Technology 16, no. 1 (1999), 45-52, accessed December 6, 2016, 45-52, http://issues.org/16-1/florini/; BBC, “US Buys Afghan Image Rights,” BBC Sci/Tech (BBC News), October 17, 2001, http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/1604426.stm. Ikonos was a candidate for shutter control as it was launched on 24 September 1999 from Vandenberg Air Force Base, California. “Ikonos Satellite Sensor,” accessed 15 February 2017, http://www.satimagingcorp.com.


15 “A position of relative advantage is a location or the establishment of a favorable condition within the area of operations that provides the commander with temporary freedom of action to enhance combat power over an enemy or influence the enemy to accept risk and move to a position of disadvantage.” Army Doctrine Reference Publication (ADRP) 3-0, Operations (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 2016), 4-7.

16 NIMA would later decline to renew the contract and the director opine that “it is unlikely that we would do that again” indicating either that benefits were minimal or costs were prohibitive. Robert A. Weber and Kevin M. O’Connell, Alternative Futures: United States Commercial Satellite Imagery in 2020 (Washington, DC: Innovative Analytics and Training, 2011), 24, accessed 31 October 2016, http://www.innovative-analytics.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/01/IAT_DoC_AlternativeFutures _Commercial_Satellite_Imagery-Final-Release.pdf.
Though no silver bullet, NIMA’s acquisition of rights to Ikonos imagery is a useful example of lawfare. Through an available legal tool, the United States government obtained an effect for its military forces. That effect could have been obtained using other military or technological means, such as shutter control. Lawfare allowed a combination of legal, economic and military means to resolve a nuanced situation.\(^{17}\) Law, then, though not a supreme weapon, is an operational planning tool with effects to be considered, able to change the environment and constrain an adversary.

**Lawfare: Origin and Definition**

There is disagreement over the definition of “lawfare.” This monograph uses Charles Dunlap’s definition and Orde Kittrie’s criteria for lawfare. These definitions are more limited in scope and are concrete, compared to the definitions offered by lawfare detractors, which tend to be more expansive.

Dunlap’s definition of “lawfare,” the most common, is “the strategy of using – or misusing – law as a substitute for traditional military means to achieve a warfighting objective.”\(^ {18}\) Lawfare is the use of law and judicial processes as an instrument of warfare.\(^ {19}\) The definition is purposely value neutral, in keeping with the conception of law as a weapon of war. Lawfare in the proposed definition is an available tool that could be used by either side in a conflict.

This monograph adopts Kittrie’s lawfare criteria. Kittrie proposes that to qualify as lawfare; an action must meet two conditions:

---

\(^{17}\) The image exclusivity was gained by a legal tool, obtained financially, for military forces operating in Afghanistan.


1. The actor uses law to create the same or similar effects as those traditionally sought from conventional kinetic military action – including impacting the key armed force decision making capabilities of the target;
2. and one of the actor’s motivations is to weaken or destroy an adversary against which the lawfare is being deployed.20

Thus, lawfare is a product of the actor’s intention coupled with the effects produced by the employment. To have a lawfare operation, an actor must want to weaken an adversary, and the actor must use law to achieve the desired effects. These effects must be comparable to those that could be achieved using an alternative conventional military action.

This monograph adopts Kittrie’s two types of lawfare. The types of lawfare are:

“(1) ‘instrumental lawfare’ – the instrumental use of legal tools to achieve the same or similar effects as those traditionally sought from conventional kinetic military action; and
(2) ‘compliance-leverage disparity lawfare’ – lawfare, typically on the kinetic battlefield, which is designed to gain advantage from the greater influence that law, typically the law of armed conflict, and its processes exerts over an adversary”21

In instrumental lawfare, both the actor and target are subject to the law that is leveraged. The circumstances of employment allow for an effect on the adversary that is desirable for the actor. The previously described US actions acquiring IKONOS imagery are an example of instrumental lawfare.

In compliance-leverage disparity lawfare, the actor seeks an advantage because the unequal influence of law on actor and adversary. In compliance-leverage disparity lawfare, an actor less influenced by law leverages law against an adversary highly influenced by law. Compliance-leverage disparity lawfare is important in assessing vulnerabilities of the United States because law and legal concepts greatly influence the United States. Democratic and legally based societies will likely be the targets of state and non-state entities using compliance-leverage disparity lawfare.

Literature Review – Short-Term Benefits and Long-Term Risks

Lawfare has been a divisive topic among legal academics. The best way to understand the debate is to separate those who advocate for US involvement in lawfare from those who caution against lawfare. Those who advocate for lawfare think in terms of operations, focusing on a more narrowly defined space and time than those who warn of the dangers of lawfare. With this understanding the arguments of both detractors and advocates can be combined to visualize future lawfare dilemmas. The challenge for lawfare development is how to realize the short-term benefits while mitigating future problems.

Lawfare Theorist Camp 1. Opportunity–Short-Term Benefits

Lawfare advocates focus on short-term benefits of lawfare. For these writers, the potential power of lawfare to achieve national and military objectives demonstrate lawfare’s value. Advocates demonstrate this effectiveness by showing how lawfare played a role in a specific context or scenario. Lawfare advocates focus on a narrower space and time than lawfare opponents.

Charles Dunlap is considered the father of lawfare as a weapon of war. His scholarship has suggested that lawfare is “a decisive feature of 21st century conflicts.” Dunlap linked lawfare to the military, explaining to non-legal military professionals how accounting for the law is practical in military operations. By conceiving of lawfare in a narrower operational time and space than his opponents, Dunlap primarily sees the benefits of lawfare. Dunlap states that his “purpose of the lawfare conceptualization in the national security context is to provide a vehicle that resonates

---

22 An “operation” inherently has a defined time and space component as an operation is “a sequence of tactical actions with a common purpose or unifying theme. (JP 1).” Army Doctrine Reference Publication (ADRP) 3-0, Operations (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 2016), Glossary-6.

readily with non-lawyer audiences, particularly in the armed forces.” Dunlap has focused most of his lawfare research on noting the benefits of lawfare, and points out that legal effects can complement other military actions.

Orde Kittrie focuses on the aid lawfare could provide to achieve national objectives, and thus envisions operational and strategic opportunities rather than long-term risks. Orde Kittrie wrote the first English language book on lawfare, published in 2016. In *Lawfare: Law as a Weapon of War*, Kittrie argues that the United States lacks a coherent national system for employing lawfare, but that it should develop a system. He argues that the United States should use law more effectively to achieve strategic objectives. “All the United States government has to do is develop and implement a strategy for waging and defending against lawfare in a more sophisticated, systematic, and coordinated manner.” Kittrie focuses on the benefits that lawfare could provide in achieving national objectives, and his book is a call to action to deal with lawfare systematically.

Joel Trachtman introduces the idea of coordinating military and lawfare activity within the government. In August of 2016 Trachtman wrote “Integrating Lawfare and Warfare,” a law review article that envisioned what he called a lawfare “command,” saying that he wondered “how much

---


25 “For example, using legal means to ‘attack the funding of terrorist groups’ is a core strategy to combat this unconventional threat. What is more is that the parallel application of legal weaponry coincident with more traditional arms can have an exceptionally productive synergistic effect.” Charles J. Dunlap, “Does Lawfare Need an Apologia?,” *Case Western Reserve Journal of International Law* 43, no. 1 (June 2010): 124, accessed August 15, 2016, http://scholarlycommons.law.case.edu/jil/vol43/iss1/7/.


28 Ibid.
more extensive the integration of a lawfare command with kinetic commands might be.”29 The author proposed eight areas “in which an integrated legal component may improve strategic and tactical outcomes,”30 furthering his argument that “lawfare can be strategically integrated into military command structures to bring about desired outcomes.”31

These lawfare writers all focus on lawfare’s benefits. They argue that lawfare can help to achieve desired outcomes and can substitute for traditional military means. An opposing camp, however, focuses not on utility but broader implications of lawfare. This second camp questions where embracing the lawfare concept might take the US.

Lawfare Theorist Camp 2. Risk–Longer-Term Pitfalls

Lawfare opponents focus on negative or potentially negative aspects of lawfare. This group of writers takes a longer-term view of lawfare. These writers do not deny that there may be benefits in a narrow context but argue that lawfare will undermine respect for the law, creating legal cynicism. They conclude that this cynicism would have disastrous effects on US politics and society, perhaps even undermining the observance of the law itself. These undesirable side-effects thus either make lawfare dangerous or completely untenable. Lawfare opponents consider broader effects of lawfare across time and space compared to lawfare advocates.

For the Lawfare Project, a non-profit legal think-tank calling itself “the legal arm of the Pro-Israel Community,” lawfare undermines justice and is therefore negative. The Lawfare Project is thus troubled by what it sees as long-term effects of the abuse of the legal process and use a

---


30 Ibid.

31 Ibid., 267
lawfare conception different from Dunlap’s. On its website, the Lawfare Project asserts that lawfare is

the abuse of Western laws and judicial systems to achieve strategic military or political ends” and that “lawfare is inherently negative. It is not a good thing. It is the opposite of pursuing justice. It is filing frivolous lawsuits and misusing legal processes to intimidate and frustrate opponents in the theater of war. Lawfare is the new legal battlefield.

The Lawfare Project is concerned with “the abuse of law as a weapon of war against western democracies” and “the perversion and misapplication of international and national human rights law against the United States and other democracies.”

The blog Lawfare: Hard National Security Choices has a longer-term view than lawfare proponents, and is interested in the implications of lawfare for US national security. The blog takes a wider view of lawfare than lawfare proponents calling lawfare “that nebulous zone in which actions taken or contemplated to protect the nation interact with the nation’s laws and legal institutions.” The authors of Lawfare: Hard National Security Choices on their website set out their purpose saying

the name Lawfare refers both to the use of law as a weapon of conflict and, perhaps more importantly, to the depressing reality that America remains at war with itself over the law governing its warfare with others. This latter sense of the word—which is admittedly not its normal usage—binds together a great deal of our work over the years. It is our hope to provide an ongoing commentary on America’s lawfare, even as we participate in many of its skirmishes.

---

32 The Lawfare Project “is a nonprofit legal think tank based in New York City, that mobilizes public officials, media, jurists and legal experts to counter the international lawfare phenomenon: the abuse of the law as a weapon of war against Western democracy.” “Protecting Against the Politicization of Human Rights,” The Lawfare Project, last modified 2016, accessed September 27, 2016, http://lawfareproject.org/.

33 Ibid.

34 Ibid.


Scott Horton also looks at long-term problems of lawfare. In 2010, Scott Horton wrote a law review article entitled, “The Dangers of Lawfare.” The author believes that labeling a state action or legal effort “lawfare” is an attempt to delegitimize the action. Horton worries that lawfare undermines legitimate legal claims and avoids discussion of their underlying merits. Horton believes that labelling a state action as lawfare is an attempt to delegitimize the action rather than have a debate over the legality and merits of the dispute. Based on lawfare shifting from a debate over the merits of a claim to debate about legitimacy, lawfare is wrong and dangerous. Horton closes the article observing that “this is the ultimate danger of lawfare. It is a dangerous domestic political game that promotes an attitude of contempt towards important earnest obligations. That attitude will never serve a democracy in the long run.”

Law professor Michael Newton asserts that illegitimate lawfare will ultimately create greater uncertainty about the application of rules and will erode the customs and laws of war. In describing his view of illegitimate lawfare, Newton is looking at the potential long-term consequences of a lawfare program. Illegitimate lawfare over time would breed cynicism, and ultimately weaken the restraint of law on power.

Legal movements that foreseeably serve to discredit the law of armed conflict even further in the eyes of a cynical world actually undermine its utility. Lawfare that creates uncertainty over the application of previously clear rules must be opposed vigorously because it does perhaps irrevocable harm to the fabric of the laws and customs of war.

Operational Lawfare Opportunities

---


38 Newton believes that there is legitimate and illegitimate lawfare. Illegitimate lawfare is “lawfare that erodes the good faith application of the laws and customs of warfare,” meaning that it is illegitimate based on the resulting erosion. Presumably lawfare that does not distort or portray legal structure “as a mass of indeterminate subjectivity” would be legitimate. Michael A. Newton, “Illustrating illegitimate Lawfare,” Case Western Reserve Journal of International Law 43, no. 1 (June 2010): 255, accessed August 15, 2016, http://scholarlycommons.law.case.edu/jil/vol43/iss1/16.

39 Newton, “Illustrating illegitimate Lawfare,” 255.
The lawfare debate is a disagreement over lawfare based on how far into the future one looks from a use of lawfare. The resolution to this time problem is to begin close in time and space to an issue, and consider consequences gradually moving further out in time and space. It is important to examine what could go wrong along the way to avoid over optimism. Before proceeding to what would cause lawfare to fail, we must first understand why the United States and the US military should be concerned with lawfare at all.

Lawfare as a concept is important to military planners because, in modern military operations, either side can leverage law. An adversary should be expected to identify vulnerabilities in any US coalition position and act to exploit those vulnerabilities. Due to the high respect for law in the US, it is likely that any adversary less influenced by law will leverage the disparity. Thus, the US military should understand how the enemy is likely to use lawfare, and how the US can appropriately respond.

The operational value of lawfare cannot be understood without understanding policy factors that could influence lawfare operational use. The United States could also benefit in a military context by identifying where it can engage in lawfare. Lawfare will likely be an attractive option for policymakers because it allows government action without the immediate risk of life. Additionally, lawfare appears to present an option without the monetary or political costs of troops and equipment. When narrowly focused in time and space, lawfare is a very attractive option to policymakers as it appears to have a lower cost than traditional military means.

The increasing intersection of war and law makes it likely that operational planners will encounter lawfare in the future, either waged against the United States by adversaries or leveraged by the United States due to political pressures to limit cost while maximizing options. It is in this sense that lawfare represents opportunity. Military planners should understand how lawfare could work for or against their military operations. They should also understand the policy factors that make lawfare an attractive option.
Opportunity Category 1. Counter-Lawfare Operations–Compliance-Leverage Disparity

One possible use of lawfare is to focus on the disparity in law between adversary nations or organizations. US actions to counter enemy efforts would be defensive in nature. This defensive approach would increase the US military’s ability to counter or respond to lawfare operations by adversaries. Engaging in “defensive lawfare” is itself a form of lawfare-based mitigation of vulnerabilities. However, effectively defending against lawfare will require more than a legal effort. Desiring to counter enemy lawfare efforts effectively will require systematic changes to military force structure. Effectively conducting lawfare would require integration of the intelligence and protection warfighting functions with lawfare, and require changes in those functions.

Adversaries and competitors have used lawfare against the United States. Adversaries and competitors have used lawfare against the United States. Military planners should anticipate the use of lawfare by adversaries. Increased awareness of lawfare effects and understanding of how adversaries use and integrate lawfare will allow military forces to anticipate and mitigate lawfare threats. Counter-lawfare operations and legal preparation of the battlespace can help to anticipate enemy lawfare efforts.

A way to anticipate and defend against enemy lawfare can be demonstrated by first looking at how compliance-leverage disparity lawfare could be employed against the US. A former prosecutor for the US Military Commissions at Guantanamo Bay, Michael Lebowitz, describes how the al-Qaeda cell executed a concerted lawfare effort combined with other tactics, such as armed resistance and acts of terrorism. After the torture of detainees at Abu Ghraib Iraq became public, al-Qaeda and its affiliates noted the US response at military prison facilities and the wider ripple effects of the abuse throughout the US military. With good reason, the US investigated and

---

corrected systems and punished individuals that facilitated torture. With assurance that claims of torture would be investigated, captured al-Qaeda operatives would routinely claim torture as a method of disrupting Coalition efforts. Michael Lebowitz describes this as “tactical lawfare,” as time and resources were spent investigating detainee’s claims rather than conducting operations against al-Qaeda. The lawfare effect was to shift the contest from the battlefield into court rooms in Guantanamo Bay.

In the case of the war against al-Qaeda, a calculated legal effort has accomplished similar tactical objectives without the need to conduct major offensive operations. By following what was tantamount to scripted legal advice, detainees and their advocates in the aftermath of the 9/11 attacks launched a massive campaign through various court systems worldwide. The common theme of these legal attacks was —torture. This opportunity for al-Qaeda was made possible through compliance-leverage disparity lawfare.

US military planners should anticipate in future conflicts action by adversaries designed to gain advantage from the greater influence that law has within the US and the legal processes that influence the US military. Conducting “legal preparation of the battlespace” or counter-lawfare operations are ways to prepare for compliance-leverage disparity lawfare. The ability to anticipate opposing forces using compliance leverage-disparity lawfare against US operations represents an opportunity.

“Legal preparation of the battlespace” could result in protection measures like Michael Lebowitz’ recommendations to counter al-Qaeda’s lawfare initiative. Lebowitz’ recommendations were: to develop a single standardized documentation form attached to the detainee; institute

standard training to document detainee treatment; and include military prosecutors in responses to the media.\textsuperscript{42} These actions allow the United States to better respond to a lawfare claim against the US military. Military planners could examine future courses of action to identify tasks that could be performed to prevent or mitigate an enemy lawfare operation. A US counter-lawfare operation would attempt to anticipate enemy lawfare actions by performing legal preparation of the battlespace, enabling lawfare protection measures integrated into operational plans.

Lebowitz’ understanding of the operational and legal environment allowed him to propose a solution to a problem he identified. Integrating the legal environment into operational planning could be one way to formalize legal preparation of the battlefield. Planning teams could ensure that the legal environment is accounted for in operational planning. Beginning with understanding and visualizing the legal environment, the environment can be better described.\textsuperscript{43} The solutions that can be developed to defend against enemy compliance-leverage disparity lawfare could be specific to the operation, just as Lebowitz’ recommendations were specific to the detainee issues Lebowitz confronted in 2004.

Opportunity Category 2. Offensive Lawfare Operations—Instrumental lawfare

Describing the legal environment, anticipating enemy action, and defending against enemy lawfare efforts are not the only actions available to the US military. The US can also take advantage of the interconnected pervasive features of law to limit or influence an adversary in furthering a limited purpose. This is instrumental lawfare: “the instrumental use of legal tools to achieve the same or similar effects as those traditionally sought from conventional kinetic military action.”\textsuperscript{44}

\textsuperscript{42} Ibid., 388-391.

\textsuperscript{43} The staff assists the commander throughout the operations process to “understand, visualize, describe, direct, lead, assess.” Army Doctrine Publication (ADP) 5-0, \textit{The Operations Process} (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 2012), 2-4.

\textsuperscript{44} Kittrie, \textit{Lawfare: Law as a Weapon of War}, 11.
Sanctions and international law create an environment just as populations and physical terrain are components of an operational environment.\textsuperscript{45} Terrain, populations and law can be leveraged to varying degrees to achieve a goal. An enemy should be expected to act to mitigate their vulnerabilities, but lawfare is an option to be used alongside other traditional means of compulsion. Most effectively, lawfare can result in time to engage in other diplomatic or military efforts. It can be an effective stalling operation for other options. Finally, it is an economy of force operation, minimizing combat power applied to secondary efforts allowing maximum combat power on primary efforts.\textsuperscript{46}

To illustrate how instrumental lawfare can operate it is relevant to consider the case of the Merchant Vessel (MV) Alaed. In 2012, Russia was becoming involved in Syria as it increased support for the Al-Assad government, which was engaged in a civil war that continues to the date of this writing.\textsuperscript{47} As relayed in Kittrie’s book,

a Russian ship, the MV Alaed, was at sea in June 2012 carrying helicopter gunships bound for Syria’s Assad regime. The U.K. wished to stop the shipment but understood that forcibly intercepting a Russian ship could have risked World War III. So, the U.K. persuaded the ship’s insurer, London’s Standard Club, to withdraw the ship’s insurance. As a result, the ship and its deadly cargo turned around and returned to Russia.\textsuperscript{48}

\textsuperscript{45} “An operational environment is a composite of the conditions, circumstances, and influences that affect the employment of capabilities and bear on the decisions of the commander (JP 3-0).” Army Doctrine Publication (ADP) 5-0, \textit{The Operations Process} (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 2012), 2.

\textsuperscript{46} Economy of force is one of the nine principles of war. “Economy of force is the judicious employment and distribution of forces. It is the measured allocation of available combat power to such tasks as limited attacks, defense, delays, deception, or even retrograde operations to achieve mass elsewhere at the decisive point and time.” See Joint Publication (JP) 3-0, \textit{Joint Operations} (Washington DC: Department of Defense, 2017), A-2, accessed March 5, 2017, http://www.dtic.mil/doctrine/new_pubs/jp3_0.pdf.


\textsuperscript{48} Kittrie, \textit{Lawfare: Law as a Weapon of War}, 2.
European Union sanctions announced in 2011 set the environment to enable UK action. Sanctions by the European Union against Syria banned not only the exportation of arms, but also services such as insurance. For the UK, given the reality of these sanctions, the question then became how to best enforce them. The purpose was clear, a desire to deny Syria and Russia attack helicopter capability in the Syrian operational area. Given the existence of sanctions, the question was one of means.

One option that was considered was a raid. 49 Certainly, if British Special Forces had descended onto the MV Alaed in the Mediterranean Sea, there would have been no question that would have constituted a military operation. Both the purpose and means would have been war-like in nature. Such action would have involved significant risk not only to the personnel executing the mission, but would have involved increased risk to the one authorizing the mission. International humanitarian law could have been implicated based on the civilian status of the crew and disproportionate force concerns. 50

The involvement of a third party further complicated the situation, as the MV Alaed was Curacao flagged and owned. 51 On 21 June 2012, during a Russian foreign affairs briefing, officials reportedly “said that Russian freighter Alaed is sailing to Murmansk port, Barents sea, to change


50 The difficult disproportionate force calculation was avoided by using lawfare. As international lawyer Oscar Schalter remarks, “determining the proper relation between means and ends in situations of great complexity and uncertainty is never easy. Decision makers are faced with their own inadequacies and lack of knowledge, together with the pressures inherent in conflict. They cannot forget the risks and costs of restraint, yet they must also be mindful of the legal imperative to avoid unnecessary and disproportionate force.” Oscar Schalter quoted in Ian Henderson, The Contemporary Law of Targeting: Military Objectives, Proportionality and Precautions in Attack under Additional Protocol I (Netherlands: Brill Academic Publishers, 2009), 157.

the flag from Curacao to Russian, having on board helicopters and spare parts for air-defence system, all of them destined for Syria.”

After the shipping insurance was withdrawn, Russia did not meekly withdraw from its course of action but continued to pursue its objective. The MV Alaed was not Russia’s final attempt to introduce the attack helicopters. The United States and Iraq engaged in diplomatic talks in December 2012 to prevent the use of Iraq airspace for military aid to Syria, indicating that the insurance effort was not a final resolution to the attack helicopter situation. The lawfare option in the case of the MV Alaed was but one facet among diplomatic, military, and economic actions.

Practical Advantages to Lawfare

This example illustrates three points to understand the potential that lawfare operations and “legal preparation of the battlespace” have within the practice of operational planning. The fact that the UK considered other means, including kinetic military activity, and that the revocation of insurance had effects related to a military objective shows how a legal action can replace what would normally require soldiers, vehicles, and ammunition. The first benefit for lawfare is that it can accomplish the objectives of combat without the cost. Lawfare advocates largely focus on the attractiveness of this aspect of lawfare.

A related second potential is that lawfare can bypass issues that arise in the application of traditional military firepower. Rather than weighing the law of proportionality and assessing military risk in applying lethal force, engaging in lawfare can temporarily restrain an opponent. In the case of the MV Alaed, the crew was civilian. The former general counsel of the Department of Defense has said that in lethal targeting for military objectives, “we must refrain from an attack that


is expected to cause incidental harm to civilians or civilian objects that would be excessive in relation to the anticipated concrete and direct military advantage.”\(^{54}\) Lawfare provided a non-lethal way to achieve similar results to the special forces raid, thus avoiding difficult collateral damage questions of lethal force.

The third potential of lawfare is that it can create time for other government efforts outside of the military. Lawfare efforts against the MV Alaed resulted in additional time to continue diplomacy to achieve the higher purpose of denying military aid to Syria. The revocation of the shipping insurance was not the end of efforts to bring attack helicopters into Syria. However, from the UK point of view, the lawfare operation succeeded temporarily in that it allowed for other diplomatic and economic action. The diplomatic efforts were only possible because of the lawfare operation. Describing events after the MV Alaed incident, ProPublica quotes a US diplomatic official involved in the diplomatic effort to convince Iraq to deny the use of airspace to Russia transport of helicopters. “We have urged them directly to insist that the inspection of those flights occur or deny overflight rights, we have raised this concern and they have taken a couple steps in the right direction — either denying overflight rights if they believe arms are being shipped to Syria or insisting on an inspection.”\(^{55}\) This diplomatic effort would not have been possible without the lawfare effort against the MV Alaed.

In addition to clearly constituting a military action, the alternative special forces raid would have been in pursuit of a clear military objective (namely, the denial of attack rotary wing assets into the Syrian theater). Indeed, there are military operational terms associated with the


effect of limiting that Russian military capability. The route that the UK government took to achieve that goal differed only based on the means. The UK decision represents an indirect approach, avoiding the logistics, cost, risk and repercussions associated with the alternative of traditional means. The example of actions taken against the MV Alaed shows the value of lawfare. The delay in Russian attack helicopters arriving into Syria created favorable conditions on the ground for military forces operating in Iraq and Syria by temporarily preventing Russian attack helicopter operation from inside Syria. Perhaps most valuably, the lawfare operation developed future diplomatic possibilities by providing time to engage with the government of Iraq.

Risks to Lawfare: The Information Operations Comparison

The tool of premortem brings a needed dissenting view to lawfare development. Contemplating lawfare failure facilitates better preparedness. The potential to achieve bloodless objectives and cost-free results should not overawe lawfare implementers. As lawfare becomes increasingly usable, lawfare planners should assess the longer-term impact of their operational lawfare actions. To fully understand the impact of lawfare on the US military, planners should not fixate on the opportunity but must also consider risk.

Lawfare does not solely present operational opportunities. Lawfare must be implemented. Looking beyond what lawfare might provide as an opportunity requires anticipating implementation problems. Engaging in lawfare and developing the capability will create dilemmas. In moving

---
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forward with lawfare development, planners should anticipate these issues as they will likely become part of the lawfare development. Identifying points of friction in the history of information operations development is one way to attempt to anticipate obstacles and risks lawfare implementers will likely encounter.

What follows are obstacles and risks that those implementing lawfare are likely to encounter. Without looking ahead to challenges that could cause lawfare failure, there is no chance to navigate a course around them.Obstacles and indicators are arranged beginning first with more easily anticipated practical problems. Each of the eight risks moves further into the future, each becoming progressively harder to anticipate.

Risk 1: Integration with Other Warfighting Functions

Lawfare is useless without integration with existing capabilities. Lawfare will need action from the intelligence and protection warfighting functions. One impediment to lawfare operationalization is the difficulty of integrating it into existing military capabilities. Because of the expertise needed to use it effectively, and particularly because of the Army’s preference for kinetic action, lawfare integration into the Army will be likely challenging. Other services are likely better fits.

---


61 US Air Force Doctrine focuses on “mediums” rather than platforms, suggesting that the Air Force could more readily integrate lawfare as a stand-off weapon. “Doctrine is about effects, not platforms. Thus, Air Force doctrine does not explicitly tie specific weapon systems to specific tasks or effects. Focusing on using a medium is a vital first step to integration of efforts. ‘Ownership’ arguments eventually lead to suboptimal (and usually at best tactical) application of efforts at the expense of the larger, total effort.” Air Force Doctrine Document 1, Organization and Command (Washington, DC, Government Printing Office, 2011), 5.
are connected. The Army struggled with how to integrate information operations into its military operations and evaluate their effectiveness.

Recalling Lebowitz’s proposed counter-actions to al-Qaeda lawfare efforts is one way to demonstrate how effective lawfare would require inputs from other military functions. Effectively executing a counter-lawfare effort would require coordinated actions. Countering operatives preparing to overload the legal and detention systems with torture claims requires not only legal action but intelligence. Developing a lawfare defense would require generating information requirements to collect intelligence on the enemy’s efforts. Collection assets would have to be assigned to monitor and gather these demands. This reality means that counter-lawfare cannot and must not be waged solely by legal experts, but include the coordination and synchronization across multiple warfighting functions. One consequence of lawfare preparedness is that overtasked collection assets and busy intelligence analysts would gather information for a lawfare operation they likely do not completely understand.

Lawfare will likely face the same challenges information operations experienced integrating with other capabilities and producing unified action. These challenges are costs that must be paid to realize any lawfare opportunities. Information operations experts also have pointed to four contemporary challenges of information operations; the “traditional kinetic focus of the military, resource constraints, and difficulty integrating with other operations, and higher level US government information campaigns.” Unless these obstacles can be overcome, lawfare’s value to the military will be minimal.

62 Lebowitz’s recommendations in that case were to better prepare the force to respond to torture claims of detainees. Implementing these ideas requires action by other warfighting functions such as intelligence and public affairs. Michael J Lebowitz, "The Value Of Claiming Torture: An Analysis Of Al-Qaeda’s Tactical Lawfare", Case Western Reserve Journal of International Law 43, no. 1 (2010): 356-392, accessed August 15, 2016, http://scholarlycommons.law.case.edu/jil/vol43/iss1/22.

Risk 2: Problems of Assessment

A challenge with military information support operations was and is assessing effectiveness. During Vietnam, in addition to pamphlets and loudspeakers, information campaigns attempted to project psychological (PSYOP) messages on buildings and mountains, and publicized astrology foretelling good news for the Allies in the coming year.\(^64\) These were all experiments without feedback. Without objective feedback to determine whether these specific lines of effort had the desired effect, the efforts tended to become increasingly bizarre caused by “lack of signs of tangible success of the PSYOP program.”\(^65\) Lawfare should be aware that without information and standards to measure the effectiveness of effort, it will be difficult to learn from experimentation. Lawfare policymakers should implement lawfare with means of assessing effectiveness.

Contemporary studies have concluded that “current information operations doctrine has provided little guidance on how to assess effectiveness, so assessments have usually been associated with battle-damage assessment.”\(^66\) Because of the historical and doctrinal lack of attention to assessment, information officers conduct assessment ad-hoc on a case-by-case basis.

Information needed for assessment can only come from observing the enemy. This fact requires collection by the intelligence function. One information officer identifies a need to coordinate between the intelligence and information operations cell, as the information necessary to refine the targeted theme or message can only come from information collected on the enemy.\(^67\)


\(^65\) Ibid.


The collection of information requirement, in turn, creates a deeper problem as intelligence operators and tactical units become responsible for collecting the information that will facilitate an information campaign. A consequence is that intelligence professionals must be proficient in information campaigns.

Lawfare will likely require similar intelligence support and integration with staffs to be effective. Similarly, “interviews with PSYOP advisors suggest that the unit intelligence cell could be a great resource to use in developing Measures of Effectiveness and developing a collection plan to determine how a particular platform affected the target audience.”68 Measuring effectiveness is then related to other capabilities. The changes required to these functions to implement lawfare effectively must be considered by lawfare advocates. Lawfare should expect issues like those confronted by information operations in the development of assessment and lawfare targets.

Risk 3: Structure and Ethics

Lawfare structure within the military must compromise between delivering unity of effort and undermining legitimacy.69 The way that the lawfare capability is structured within the US military will influence not only its effectiveness, but ethical limitations and legitimacy. If lawfare follows the pattern of information operations, the drive to achieve maximum results from lawfare will encourage centralizing all lawfare capabilities. Without ethical limitations, centralizing efforts to aid coordination could undermine the ability to conduct lawfare. Therefore, the military must accept a level of inefficiency to protect against lawfare overreach.

---


Information operations have struggled with the same tension between unity of effort and legitimacy. In Vietnam, the importance of opinion and influence grew gradually over time. Over time the importance of opinion eclipsed even the traditional military actions on the ground in Vietnam. The US acted to produce one unifying message in the most efficient and effective way: by unifying all efforts in one command.

In part because of the many and varied target audiences in Vietnam, greater Indo-China, and the US, Lyndon Johnson made the decision to integrate all information and PSYOP activities under the Joint United States Public Affairs Office (JUSPAO). Rather than the traditional view of the information operations serving the military, the JUSPAO Chief stated: “it must be recognized that propaganda and psychological warfare are the primary weapons system of the era and that the function of military operations is, in essence, limited to supporting them.” The target audience in this war could not simply be “the enemy,” but must include the Viet Cong guerrilla in the South, the North Vietnamese regulars, the civilian population of South Vietnam, and the civilians of North Vietnam. Because psychological operations had traditionally been disunited, in this conflict where messaging was paramount, there was considerable pressure to unite the messaging, eliminate conflicting action, and achieve the greatest effect.

Terms had to change to reflect this wider unified effort, as it would be inappropriate to call public affairs information consumed by a variety of audiences “war.” The term “Psychological Warfare” was replaced by that of “Psychological Operations” (PSYOP) in the January 1962 FM 33-5, Psychological Operations.71

---


The change reflected a growing awareness that in “brush fire war,” “unconventional war,” “guerilla war,” etc. or “Wars of National Liberation” (as the communists and their sympathizers termed them) psychological campaigns would have to be directed not only at the armed enemy but as much toward the civilian population, and here the term “warfare” would be inappropriate.72

Reacting to this environment of diverse actors, the US government consolidated information control and widened the scope of its information influence.

Lawfare advocates should be aware of the tendency to focus on confined problems without anticipating longer-term potential issues. Placing public affairs with persuasion campaigns resulted in greater unity of action, but it was not cost-free. Just as the structure that developed in Vietnam “blurred distinction between information and persuasion in order to achieve immediate and demonstrable results,” so too could lawfare efforts and structure blur any distinction between law and lawfare.73

The importance of the widening information campaign in Vietnam eroded the need to maintain separate realms of public affairs and information operations. JUSPAO focused on managing the immediate situation without examining the effect of blurring the distinction between information and influence. Kodosky writes of the Vietnam War period that the perception of US officials was that the biggest problem in Vietnam was due to the unfavorable coverage by American reporters of South Vietnamese (RVN) forces.74 The desire to manage this situation and the


74 Kodosky, Psychological Operations American Style: The Joint United States Public Affairs Office, Vietnam and Beyond, 123.
deepening problems with the RVN necessitated centralization and unification of the psychological operations program.

By the spring of 1965, American officials had come to the conclusion that the war on the battlefield constituted only one part of the conflict in Vietnam. The other part, they deemed, involved the perceptions of reporters who suggested that the hostilities stemmed more from southern discontent than from external communist aggression.75

In other words, the negative portrayal of the war effort was part of the war itself. It was this confluence of facts that led President Johnson to create a single umbrella organization to carry out American psychological operations.76

Two main organizations at this period were the United States Information Agency (USIA) and the Joint United States Public Affairs Office. The missions of the two agencies differed on paper, one directed to provide information to the American public and the other to deflate the will of the enemy. However, on 14 May 1965 United States Embassy Instruction 186 united the United States Information Service, Military Assistance Command Vietnam and the United States Agency for International Development under JUSPAO.77 The missions in practice were not separate because “eager for results, American officials re-conceptualized PSYOP in Vietnam to consist of ‘all means of communication.’”78

75 Kodosky, Psychological Operations American Style: The Joint United States Public Affairs Office, Vietnam and Beyond, 123.

76 Ibid.


In Vietnam, the United States confronted the contradictions it had set up by failing to delineate and limit its influencing activities. Psychological operations employed in Vietnam were intended to “win the hearts and minds” of the Vietnamese and populations of Southeast Asia. Kodosky writes that, in Vietnam, “any advantages that officials hoped to gain in the ‘war for hearts and minds’ by using these agencies clearly became eclipsed by the costs they incurred by providing critics of the American effort with legitimate questions concerning the United States credibility.”

Because the two efforts were intertwined, the concepts of PSYWAR and information became difficult to distinguish. The USIA Director Barry Zorthian questioned “whether there existed in Vietnam any ‘difference between information and psychological warfare’ and wondered if even ‘such a distinction is valid outside of the classroom.’”

Combining Public Affairs and psychological operational objectives into one agency in the Vietnam War decreased the ability of both public affairs and psychological operations to achieve their objectives. Without distinguishing persuasion and information, unification under JUSPAO gradually eroded US legitimacy and made information operations less effective. Lawfare parallels information operations by making law itself part of the battlefield. Lawfare structure within the military must balance between delivering unity of effort and the potential to undermine legitimacy. Centralizing lawfare capability could make it more effective and integrated, however it could also have the negative effect of decreasing the legitimacy of the US legal system. Like information operations, the drive to achieve maximum results from lawfare might counsel uniting all lawfare capabilities in one organization to deliver maximum effectiveness. This could prove to be shortsighted.


80 Ibid., 5.
Without ethical limitations, which impose an artificial limitation on the employment of the lawfare capability, US legitimacy could be adversely affected. Lawfare advocates should therefore not focus solely on operational opportunities, but must consider longer-term consequences of operational lawfare actions. Without the example of information operations it is difficult to visualize lawfare detractors’ fears.

Risk 4: Lawfare’s Effects on Other Institutions

Lawfare advocates should consider not only potential changes and challenges to the military’s ability to provide for the defense of the United States, but should also consider lawfare’s effects on related American institutions. The lawfare opportunity to reduce servicemember exposure and reduce cost in current operations comes with corresponding longer-term risk. In the case of information operations, the desire for effective information campaigns affected communication and social research. Psychological operations funded and influenced academic research out of a military desire to conduct, inform, and influence operations as effectively as possible. Lawfare operationalization would likely affect academia in similar ways. Focusing too narrowly on operation opportunities will likely lead to a failure to anticipate governmental changes resulting from the use of lawfare.

During the cold war, politicians believed that a strong psychological operation would achieve the same results of kinetic action, limiting the numbers of deployed troops. Lawfare and information tools become more attractive options in resource-constrained environments. Policy makers and lawfare planners should consider the broader results of lawfare efforts. To effectively use lawfare in operations, the military will need legal expertise to develop lawfare techniques and mechanisms.

Tracing the development of propaganda and psychological operations during the Cold War, Simpson notes that “the United States often adopted propaganda and psychological operations as one substitute for US soldiers abroad as America demobilized much of its wartime army after
From Simpson’s discussion it is clear that the increase in expenditure in information operations activities after World War II was tied to a political desire to limit numbers of troops abroad and to a larger demobilization taking place within the military after the Japanese surrender in 1945.

Christopher Simpson attributes the close connection between information warfare and mass communication studies to a relatively rational alternative to the extraordinary brutality and expense of conventional war. Persuasive mass communication can improve military operations without increasing casualties, its advocates contend, especially when encouraging a cornered enemy to surrender rather than fight to the death. Similarly, by supporting the morale and improving the command and control over their forces, those who can exploit these techniques reap clear military advantages. (emphasis added)

Harnessing the social research institutions to develop the capability further, and increasing coordination between academics in the mass communications field and government were economy of force operations. With the need to limit casualties and deployments, the logic of psychological warfare between 1945 and 1960 was to apply mass communication theory and research to influence targeted audiences. All of this was done for goals achievable through conventional military forces, but at a lower cost as psychological warfare was “cheaper, more flexible, and sometimes less brutal than conventional war.” This same sentiment drives many of the lawfare advocates arguments.

Because of the interaction between the military influence and academic information research, “communication studies in the United States have not typically been neutral, objective, or

---
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even held at arm’s length from the political and economic powers of the day.”

Military-funded social research influenced the subjects that received funding, and even influenced the entities producing the research.

The government’s psychological warfare programs provided a very large fraction of the funding available for mass communications research throughout the late 1940s and the 1950s. Key research centers such as the Bureau of Applied Social Research and the Institute for Social Research owed their survival to contracts with the military, intelligence, and propaganda agencies, particularly during the crucial years of the early 1950s when communication studies emerged as a distinct discipline.

Lawfare advocates and implementers should understand this dynamic, and understand that the desire to use lawfare more efficiently will require information from legal studies. Unmitigated, lawfare implementation could cause ripple effects in legal studies. Lawfare development should anticipate dividing lines falling on support for military efforts, just as information operations scholars and institutions were incentivized “to readjust…to the political realities.” The desire to conduct psychological operations required enlisting social sciences and changed research patterns in an industry. Lawfare might affect legal studies. Lawfare implementers should look for ways in which these types of unintended effects occur in other areas.

Risk 5: Unintended Consequences and Appearances

Lawfare advocates have not accounted for the effect of perception on lawfare operations. To effectively conduct lawfare, the military must create and train lawfare experts. The way that the military goes about obtaining lawfare expertise will influence public perception. Public perception will therefore have consequences for the development of lawfare.

---
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operationalization. Focusing too narrowly on operational opportunities of lawfare will neglect the effects of public perception.

The US military has many programs to develop professional expertise. In addition to planning to bring these skills into the military, however, there must be awareness of potential news headlines. There is more to the problem than simply trying to conduct lawfare or information operations as productively as possible. The tendency will be for maximum effectiveness and capability when lawfare developers should also consider ways their actions could ricochet.

An example of a program that backfired based on perception came from psychological operations training in 2000. News stories report that “two leading US news channels have admitted that they allowed psychological operations officers from the military to work as placement interns at their headquarters during the Kosovo war.” The reports acknowledged that the interns performed menial tasks, but the issue for the media was that “the fact that military propaganda experts were even present in newsrooms as reports from the Kosovo conflict were being broadcast … triggered a storm of criticism and raised questions about the independence of these networks.” This incident resulted in suggestions on the part of some that Army psychological operations influenced news networks, or that information operators had breached media independences.


90 Ibid.
Public perception will limit military options. The Army and US military attempted to install ethical limitations on information operations use, as McDonald notes “the American people, especially since Vietnam and Watergate, can become extremely angry with an administration that lies, especially about foreign policy or war.”\textsuperscript{91} It is because of the resulting public and moral implications that “the US military opposes altering images, at least when they are for the US public or military.”\textsuperscript{92} The US thus took measures to prevent Americans from being the target of influence operations. Thus, today the target of propaganda is the determining factor in the legality and permissibility of misinformation.\textsuperscript{93} The outdated US Joint Publication 3-58 Joint Doctrine for Military Deception as well as the modern Joint Publication 3-13.4 Military Deception allow for deception only against hostile forces.\textsuperscript{94}

Despite these ethical limitations, the news room incident affected public perception of military information activities. Lawfare implementers must remain cognizant of appearance effects. News articles about the interns note that “the army's psychological operations are prohibited by law from manipulating the US media.”\textsuperscript{95} but ethical limitations alone were unable to mitigate the appearance of impropriety. Lawfare implementers should, therefore, realize that popular perception will react to the way that the military creates lawfare expertise. In overcoming obstacles to project lawfare power, consequences and perception will remain factors.


\textsuperscript{92} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{93} Ibid., 156

\textsuperscript{94} Ibid.

Risk 6: Multiple Lawfare Agencies

To effectively conduct operational lawfare, the military must recognize that there will be multiple institutions and government actors involved. There is significant risk to the military effectiveness of lawfare if lawfare implementers do not anticipate how the US government will approach lawfare outside the Army, the sister services, and the Department of Defense. Multiple agencies will necessitate delineating roles and responsibilities not only within the military for the services making up the US Armed Forces but throughout the government. The process of implementing and developing information-related capabilities had profound effects as the military efforts affected and were affected by other government agencies. Lawfare policy makers should consider how agencies will interact with and affect each other. Should lawfare advocates and implementers become fixated on operational opportunities, changes in agency structure of the US government would be uncoordinated.

The Office of Strategic Service (OSS) and Office of War Information (OWI) during and after World War II prepared the introduction of the Central Intelligence Agency’s (CIA) role in information activities. US military information and psychological officers failed to anticipate both the introduction of new agencies using information-related capabilities and the way military information experiments set a precedent for those new agencies. Lawfare implementers should consider follow-on effects of their actions and anticipate political change akin to that which took place in the development of information operations.

The military’s employment of lawfare will likely change as US agencies react and experiment with lawfare. If lawfare were to follow the pattern of information operations, the United States would first create a separate lawfare integration agency upon which the US military would model its lawfare capability. Any progress toward a proposed lawfare “command” would likely
affect military lawfare efforts. Military lawfare advocates should anticipate any lessons gleaned from military experimentation would be incorporated within the Department of Defense and between other government agencies such as the Department of Treasury. One way in which this could occur can be seen in the period between 1941 and 1947 with the development of information agencies leading to the creation of the CIA and military information-related capabilities.

Due to its close association with the US military, the Office of Strategic Services became the model for the development of information operations in the United States. Shortly after the Japanese attacks on Pearl Harbor in December 1941, President Franklin Roosevelt authorized the creation of the Office of Wartime Information and the Office of Strategic Services. The OSS would operate differently from OWI as the OSS “steered clear of the war’s political issues and aligned itself closely with America’s military, a situation made easier by Roosevelt’s decision to put the OSS under the authority of the Joint Chiefs.” The distinction between information produced by the more political OWI and the more directly US military-aligned OSS is most pronounced in the former’s use of “white” propaganda and the latter’s use of “black” propaganda. OSS materials were designed to look as if they came from a resistance movement or the enemy itself, while OWI information was “overtly advertized as coming from the Allies.” The OWI became disruptive to the State Department and was dissolved by Congress by the end of World War II. Though the US
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disbanded the OSS in 1945, Army decision makers modeled future influence activities on the
OSS.\textsuperscript{101}

Within government and military formations, what has appeared to work in the past is often
carried into the future. Later developments can often be traced back to earlier efforts. It is thus
important for lawfare implementers to assess what patterns their actions set for the future.
Experimental lawfare organizations could form the basis for other developments as OSS teams
formed for special operations. The extent to which these changes are anticipated affects future
success.

The process of building the control structure for information operations was gradual rather
than sudden. Ultimately the various government experiments were consolidated in a permanent
agency. In January 1946, the chief of intelligence of US Army Ground Forces became increasingly
concerned with the perceived growing ideological threat of Marxism as the national military
transitioned from the threat of Nazism and Japanese Imperialism to Russian Communism. Major
General Wyman, speaking of this perceived problem, proposed a solution, saying

There must be some agency, some group either within or outside our national security
forces, which can interest itself in these matters. There must be some weapon by which we
can defend ourselves from the secret thing that is working at our vitals-this cancer of
modern civilization. … A new government policy is desperately needed to implement [this]
psychological effort…. We must combat this creeping shadow which is in our midst.\textsuperscript{102}

William Donovan, the Director of the OSS, approached President Roosevelt about organizing
America's post-war intelligence “detailing a plan for an unnamed service acting as a central

\textsuperscript{101} Hook and Liptak, \textit{Office Of Strategic Services, 1942-45: The World War II Origins Of The CIA},
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\textsuperscript{102} Simpson, \textit{Science of Coercion: Communication Research and Psychological Warfare, 1945-60},
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intelligence authority reporting directly to the President rather than to the JCS.”103 It was not only
the military that added to its capabilities to wage information warfare, and learned lessons through experimentation. The government as a larger entity added to its capacity and power outside of the military.

The Army and the US military as institutions gave birth to an increased military capacity to engage in information operations, and they assured the US government of the value and need for a central intelligence agency. In 1946 Congress passed the National Security Act creating the CIA and established the National Security Council.104 In 1947 the first CIA Director Admiral Roscoe Hillenkoetter “asked the agency’s counsel for a formal legal opinion concerning whether the 1947 law had authorized ‘secret propaganda and paramilitary operations’ in peacetime.”105

Rather than envision lawfare suddenly bursting into existence as a robust capability, advocates should envision a more gradual development of lawfare. Were lawfare to follow the pattern of information operations, the military lawfare capability would follow the creation of an outside agency. Other government institutions are likely to affect lawfare in the armed services just as armed service lawfare is prone to affect other government institutions. This process will likely cause adaptation in other government departments as they react to the lawfare effort. The challenge will be to keep the objectives that make lawfare beneficial in mind while reacting to unanticipated dilemmas. Lawfare implementers should consider how other governmental actions would affect the capability to better manage responsibilities and relationships as they developed in the information capability with the CIA and its precursors.
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Conclusion

The lawfare debate is a disagreement over how to evaluate lawfare. Proponents are likely to see promising situations where accounting for the legal environment and leveraging law helps bring about a desired goal. Opponents are likely envisioning a longer-term hazard across a distant time horizon. The advocate approach is limited because it does not account for strategic and political reaction to operational lawfare actions. Those advocating for a lawfare approach should analyze potential failure using the key variable of time rather than rely on present opportunities. The proper response is to balance between how best to use lawfare in an operational context bounded in space and time while being aware of the possibility of long-term failure. Conducting a premortem and identifying failure risk can result in indicators that suggest possible failure.

Lawfare failure would be as envisioned by lawfare detractors. Over time, the system of order developed by high respect for legal principles becomes overwhelmed by cynicism and weakens rule of law. Therefore, lawfare advocates should consider how the lawfare detractor’s vision could come to pass and guard against it. The case of information operations can assist in visualizing how the dangers of lawfare could develop.

Lawfare advocates have missed a key component in the development of lawfare: a historical example. It is challenging to anticipate the future without a comparison to a known entity. The process of information development provides a mechanism to identify potential points of failure in lawfare development. Lawfare may not necessarily develop along the pattern of information operations, but it is impossible to evaluate opportunity and risk without being able to make a relative comparison.

The danger of lawfare is inflating the opportunity without addressing the risk. Possible risks are potential long-term unintended consequences or side-effects to lawfare. Lawfare implementers can only anticipate risks by looking for possible future changes. Introducing the component of time allows the creation of a framework to evaluate opportunity and risk. In
examining the history of information operations, in operationalizing and weaponizing information, institutions other than the military changed in the interaction. The changes and adaptation occurred when the new capability began to cope with the practical challenges to effectively contribute to the war effort. Lawfare planners should consider the ways in which surrounding institutions might be required to change, and the consequences of these possible changes.

Focusing solely on operational lawfare concerns neglects the pattern that actions form, increasing the likelihood of unexpected changes. Information operations’ relationship with mass communication research, reconciling the structure of information operations, and the relationship between strategic communication and operational communication agencies are examples of what can happen when long-term patterns are ignored.

In contrast, if the long-term is prioritized over operational concerns information operations and lawfare become less tactically and operationally usable. The Vietnam experience and aspects of the more recent War on Terror experience attest to the difficulty of conducting ad-hoc information campaigns without a structure of assessment and intelligence support.

Lawfare advocates have emphasized the operational implications of lawfare at the expense of the strategic while opponents have emphasized the strategic over the operational. An intelligent and appropriate US approach to lawfare can only occur by evenhandedly considering opportunity and risk. History indicates that the natural tendency is to overemphasize one aspect over the other. Future operational commanders and staff are likely to see their enemies use compliance-leverage disparity lawfare. The challenge for those staffs will likely be to address the current threat while considering the longer-term implications of their actions. Future lawfare planners can better prepare by considering how their predecessors confronted similar dilemmas in using information operations in military operations. Lawfare policy makers should be aware that not only will their decisions affect tactical actors, but that tactical actors also affect policy decisions.
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